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THE INTROIJUCTION 
My purpose in this paper is twofold. The first reason is 
to make available a listing of events in the history of Norton 
which will be a supplement to the teaching of American history 
as a tie-in between the present text and Norton history. 
For this purpose I have followed material as presented in 
the High School text of the present time which is !::, History of 
1 Our Country by D. S. Muzzey. 
My second purpose is to present a listing of sources 
available for further research into Norton history with the 
hope that it may make more encouraging the pursuit of questions 
m1ich might arise as pupils develop an interest in the subject. 
There is no attempt made here to make a complete historic 
development of Norton. I have given highlights in the growth 
of our town and have tried to pin down some of the acGepted 
history which has had only hearsay validity. 
There is much that needs doing and many points that need 
further research for establishment of historical truth, Norton 
is rich in "Unproved History 11 • 
There are challenging hours ahead for students who come 
to realize the heritage, rich in substance, of this early 
colonial town. 
We enter the picture, which Muzzey paints, of a growing 
America on page 42 under u~it one item three. Here he begins 
the settlement of New England with the landing of the pilgrims 
7 
2 
on "the low, sandy shore of Plymouth harbor,December 21,1620, 11 • 
Progressively back from Plymouth moved the fronti.ers as our 
forefathers sought more and richer land and lurnbe r room . 
First Duxbury, then Taunton twenty miles through the woods from 
Plymouth and them Taunton North Purchase which became Norton 
in 1711 . 
Beyond the founding was the breaking up of Norton into 
Easton which was establ~shed from its east precinct in 1725 
and Mansfield which was the north precinct of Norton in 1775, 
thus leaving the boundaries as we know them today . 
In 1819 Worcester listed Br±stol County as of 16 towns 
3 
and a population of 37,163 people. Norton was one of these 
4 
with 1600 people. 
Little has been written to bring the history of Norton 
together and present it in modern form . In 1859 Reverend 
5 
George Faber Clark wrote a "History of Norton" . and most of 
the other material since hhen has been copied from Clark. Such 
is true of pamphlets and programs for occasions of historical 
interest and records in collections of histories. 
Perhaps it is fitting that I undertal':e this task as I now 
serve the same pulpit which Mr . Clark served, minister of the 
historic First Church Society in Norton . 
I have not tried, here, to lis~ all events and all facts 
but have listed "first s" and important steps in the progressive 
growth of our town . 
8 
There is much more than I have been able to accomplish 
that ne eds be done. I only hope that I have been able to 
contribute a bit more useful and understanding recording of 
Norton in Bristol County in southern Massachusetts. 
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TO THE TEACHER WHO MIGHT USE THIS ~~TERIAL 
The history of this once frontier town is rich in 
Americanism and in Americana. In Americanism for here were 
10 
all the elements which grew into our great country. Here men 
lived and dreamed and hoped for freedom. Here, as a result of 
their ovm efforts blended wj_th those of others in a force of 
free men, was born a "New N·ation dedicated to the principle 
that all men are created equal". Here tears were shed and joy 
expressed as in the rest of the colonies. Here met slave 
holders and anti-slavers in meeting together to discuss slavery 
Here gathered groups of farmers as minutemen, even as at 
Concord and at Lexington, to march to do battle against 
oppressive rule. And soon Norton is part of all its heritage, 
rich in the experiences and the ideals from a colonial past. 
Its history is American history; its growth is the growth of 
this great industrial surge; its hopes those of a world seeking 
unity and peace. This is a great story. This is where your 
pupils live as part of all they learn and see and grow by as 
Americans and we hope as citizens of the World. 
Teach them diligently to learn of America here where they 
live. Teach them to knovlf .America as Norton is part of it. 
Teach them the wealth of the heritage that is theirs and you 
will be teaching a richer history of America for it will be 
part of them, closer to them, and they will understand it bette ,~ 
ll 
For this purpose there is much more to do than I haYe done 
There is a wealth of history left unwritten by me and by 
the others who have tried to hit highlights. Lead them, the 
pupils, to seek it out. Each has contacts that others have 
not. Profit by the ,range of background of each. I suggest 
a school file into which a growing series of sketches by 
pupils can be placed. I suggest that pupils be encouraged to 
trace down specific interests and compile sources. Your 
students will find, as some already have, many interesting 
hours of conversation with some of our older people who have 
rich experience and years of living full of story and fact. 
They are willing and eager to pass it on. Keep all this, 
prove what needs proof, and some day we will have a resource 
for a real and vital history of Norton and it will be theirs. 
There are many aids to teaching that are available of 
which I suggest only a few. Such things as moving pictures 
of colonial life, methods of spinning and weaving, power 
from water, and industrial movies snowing the processes that 
go on in our present mills are always available, many at 
Boston University Film Library. 
There are maps existent in the Public Library which 
might be copied and prepared. There are other maps which 
might be made from data available. There are models and 
drawings of types of mills and power available in town which 
could be used effectively. 
Pictures exist of early houses and doorways and other 
physical structures. More should be reproduced by the 
photography club as a project and kept in the files. 
In each of the departments which I have covered there 
is much room for additional material to be collected and 
written up. Here is a good place for an English-History 
tie in. 
Individual histories of phases of development and of 
industries present and past might be interesting work for 
certain of the students. 
An historical extra curricular group might be formed, 
field trips to historic sites, old homes, industries, 
Lewis Woodward's mill (still run at times by water power) 
12 
and the two churches, both over a hundred years old, make for 
interest and would lead to further study by students. 
There j_s a wealth of unexplored ground. You must 
create the interest in its exploration and the town will be 
richer for it as well as the students and the school. 
I hope I have done a little to encourage further work. 
13 
CRAFTER ONE 
A Town Is Born 
North of its parent town Taunton, sonth of :Mansfield, west 
of Easton, and east of Attleboro is the largest area of flat 
land in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, at one hundred feet 
above sea level. 1 In this flat land. lies the town of Norton. 
Now located on its southeastern edge is its birthplace 
for it was to the eastern shores of Winnecunnet Pond that 
William Wetherell, cabin boy of an English merchant captain, 
came in 1669. William Wetherell had been in Taunton since 
1643 but had just received a grant of land of sixty acres on the 
north and east shores of the pond. 1'his same William Wetherell 
was later to b e keeper of a public house on "~Nhat is now Bay 
Road for we find that in June of 1685 he was granted a license 
"to retaile cider, beeir, and strong liquors". 2 
The land in this area was not too good but with cultivatio 
it would raise Indian corn or maize and other grans. 
Originally this area known then as Taunton North Purchase 
was bordered by Dorchester on the north, Bridgewater on the 
east, a nd the south and west borders as now. (see map in 
int-roduction ) 
This area was a hunting and fishing reguin for King 
Philip and his braves. There is a cave near Winnecunnet called 
now King Philip's Cave. On the northerly shores of the lake 
archeologists had. a camp and conducte d extensive diggings for 
14 
rich finds during the war, 1940 - 1945. Mr. Maurice Robbins3 
reported upon this digging and its results recently. The 
writer has talked to him about them. They definite ly 
est ablish this as the camp ofthe Indian tribes of this area. 
More will be said of them later. 
The center of this area, where the first church was 
finally built, is located at latitude 41 58' 01 ' 1 and 
long i t ude 71 11' 35'' on the 110 foot elevation line. 4 
~'his point is now the ini:;erse ction of :cmr'ce s 12 3 a11.d 140. 
Here are presently located the common and the Norton Post 
Office, the Library, a church , a s tore and near by the 
Norton High School knov·m a.s the Center School. Here too on th 
common are the war memorials and a stone listing the location 
of the first church buil ding. 
~c~ton i s now divided into Chartley Village to the 
west, Barrowsville to the southwest, East Norton to the 
east, and Winnecunnet Village to the southeast. 1here was 
at the change of the century a village called vopperworks 
village of some twenty-five homes still existing but not 
now so designated. 
Through Norton f'lows four principal rivers, the Rumford 
which flows from north to south, east of the center, the 
vance which f'low s parallel to it but farther east, the 
wading which is another north to south river but which is 
located near the west boundary and i'hree Mile tdver a con-
15 
tinuation of the .ttu.mford. :.t·he area is divided by many 
brooks and streams of which several were important sites for 
early industry such as the mulberry .Meadow brook in the 
northeast section and nurt tirook in the south. Of the 
18,264 acres which comprise ~orton some 266 acres are water 
covered. 5 
Hich in natural resources ~orton has a fine selection 
of hard woods among which are white oak and white birch 
as well as white pine. :the keel of the ~·rigate Consti tlJ_tion 
was taken from our forests at a stand near the home of 
Judge Leonard now the Hicks homestead. 
The Indians hunted this land for the furs which t hey 
sold to the pilgrims at Plymouth and which were an important 
. 
item in the Mayflower When it returne d from that eventful 
voyage to land the first sett lers at Plymouth. 6 
Foxes, wolves, wildcat, weasels and the valuable beaver 
were the fur-bearing animals present here. The deer and 
hare provided food. In 1724 the reports of the town meeting 
showed that it was "voted to pay out of the treasury of 
Norton five shillings a head" for wildcat heads brought 
to the town clerk. 7 
This then was Norton in 1700. 
Major · George Leonard had built a home that year near 
his forge which he had completed after taking over from his 
father, Thomas, e.nd James Leonard who had been granted 200 
16 
acres to build a "bloomery" or iron forge provided he 
finished it by December of the following year. 8 Others were 
living about the ponds and rivers in sufficient numbers that 
in 1709 forty signers petitioned for a separate precinct.9 
After much consideration and appeal the General Court con-
stituted the North Precinct of Taunton with the stipulation 
that a church be built "on the northerly side of the way that 
leads over the Rumford River at Crossman's Way, at a place 
where the way crosseth it that leads from John Hodges' to 
the Beach Island. " 9a 
On the 12th of June in 1711 the precinct was incorporated 
10 
as the Town of Norton. The town is sa.id to be named for 
the town of Norton in Oxfordsbire in England and there is 
also a statement that it is "norf" town or the north town. 
TABLE I 
Chart showing growth of Norton in number of 
dwellings and number of poll taxes . from 1890 to 1948 
Year 1890 1910 1930 1940 1948 
rowellings 366 512 705 810 1108 
Polls 392 626 798 1073 1192 
17 
The figures for this chart were taken f r om the annual report 
of the assessors of the to~n of Norton for the years as 
shown by the dates. 
Increase in dwellings in fifty eight years covered was 742. 
Increase in number of polls assessed for thisperiod was 800. 
I 
I 
Suggestions for the Student 
The student who has found this chapter interesting may 
want to do more along the same lines. The following is 
suggested as further study. 
18 
-Prepare to report, either orally or by a written report, on 
one or more of the following subjects. 
1. Early settlers' homes in New England. 
Suggast the types of homes they built and the 
furnishings and material they used in their living. 
2. Fur trading in colonial days. 
Fur was an important item in the life of the colonist. 
Where did they get their furs and how? 
List the trading posts set up by the Plymouth colony. 
3. Corn planting and care as taught by the Indians. 
How did they prepare the soil? 
How was the actual planting done? 
.· 4-. The place of iron in early expansion of the colonies. 
Why was iron important to the colonists? 
The colonists used many articles of iron, tell what 
they were and state their values. 
5. The General Court of Massachusetts. 
Tell about its organization and the way in which legal 
matters were settled in Plymouth colony before it was 
set up. 
19 
6. Land and land ownershl.p in colonial times. 
Who was considered to own the land in the colonies? 
·What was the Indians' attitude toward the land? 
How were individuals able to gain ownership of land? 
The story of the North Purchase would be an interest-
ing example to include. 
Field Trips are available which add to the understanding 
of the material that is included in this chapter. 
1. To the Winnecunnet area where there is the early 
cemetery just above the pond. Here are early graves. 
See how many you can locate that are of early settlers. 
King Philip's cave is just above here as is the marker 
which designates the site of the first house. 
2. Norton still has several of the early houses which can 
be seen in a well preserved state. The Wheaton home is 
now the Wheaton Inn. The old parsonage is located in 
the center and is now l.n use. The Freeman home on 
Mansfield Avenue has just been renovated with care 
taken to preserve the old house. Make a list of other 
places and prepare visits to them. 
3. The site of the first mill at Chartley is marked by a 
stone set in the northwest corner of the Sturdy 
Manufacturing Company at Chartley corner. 
4. Follow the Rumford, Wading and Three Mile rivers and 
locate the early mill sites. 
20 
PROJECTS that have a real and lasting value will give a 
real understanding of the Town of Norton. There are two main 
ones which will be followed through in the suggestions. 
1. The first of these is the creation of a relief map of 
plaster or of sawdust and paste of the contour of 
Norton. IJ:'his can be done by doubling the size of 
the geological survey map and following it as a guide. 
(United States Department of the Interior Geological 
Survey Map, Norton Quadrangle, as prepc~red in 1944 
by the War Department Corps of Engineers. ) 
2. The second is the creation of an historical museum of 
Norton history. This should be done in adequate space 
~ich can be prot ected by being locked. Material 
gathered should be labeled with the collector's name 
and as much as can be discovered about the article. 
Henry Johnson in his book fhe Teaching of History 
tells about the museum on page 165; and Edgar Dale 
in Audio Visual Aids on page 177. 
VISUAL AIDS are available and require a bulletin board, 
a movie projector, a slideprojector and an opaque projector 
all of which are available in the Narton School System. 
1. PictuTes of early houses to be posted Should be 
collected. ~hese should be on bulletin boards and 
shown on an opaque projector. 
21 
2. Pictures and drawings of early settlers are available. 
These should be posted and shown as above. 
3. Slides may be made from these and shown. See 
Edgar Dale, Audio Visual Aids, pages 240-247. 
These visual aids may be used to supplement reports given 
on the subjects suggested suggested in the beginning. 
A Dramatic approach is interesting and val uable experience 
Scenes that depict ·early colonial settlers at work, in church 
at their crafts and in their gener al social living add to the 
learning experience. 
Plays ~Titten around incidents in the lives of colonists 
will give a chance for an English-hi story joint project. 11hese 
may be given in assembly for the larger group or used for 
special occasions such as at Thanksgiving. 
A pageant of Norton colonial history might become an 
annual event in the school program. A good p9.ttern for this 
isthe book The Spirit of Liberty, and _Union which is the 
pageant used at Taunton and Which was prepared by Joseph Warner 
and is in the Norton Library. 
Film Strips available from the Society for Visual 
Education, Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois. 
1. History of the States 
Massachusetts, Historic 
2. The Pilgrims as Real People 
3. Story of Thanksgiving 
B & W with manual $3.00 
B & W with manual $3.00 
Color Manual $5.00 
Captions 
22 
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THE INDIANS OF NORTON 
An Indian trail ran back from Plymouth into the woods 
through what is now Norton by way of Taunton. 11 It was 
perhaps this trail which led the settlers to Winnecunnet Pond 
for it was here that Philip had his hunting and fishing 
headquarters, now known as King Philip's cave, a cave of 
adeq·uate dimensions and easily protected. It is still visited 
as an historic place. Nearby is the site of the village of the 
Indians which was the place of the archeological pureu its of 
students during the years of the war, (1940-1945) end where a 
wealth of valuable source material was secured. Some of this 
may now be seen in the Attleboro Museum and at Harvard. 12 
Dr. Maurice Robbins, a prominent Attleboro businessman 
and an archeologist assisting at Harvar~was one of the leaderE 
in this research. He is considered an authority on our 
Indians. l3 
Massasoit was the sachem of the Wamponoags of some 
3,000 braves. He pad two sons who were to become known, the 
first was Matacom and the second Wamsutta. Wamsutta was to 
follow Massasoit after his death as leader of the Wamponoags 
and his brother was to become sachem of Pocanaket. Wamsutta 
died in a year and Matacom,who was called Philip, took ruler-
ship of the whole kingdom. (Philip signed himself with a 
11 P 11 lying on its side with its look up)14 
It was this Philip who led the Indians in the war of 
1675 and who was finally defeated and in 1676 "slain by his 
own plantation near Mount Hope ••• by one of his own country-
men. u l5 "Thus God preserved the vine ..• 11 16 
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Suggestions for the student 
Make reports to the class on one or more of the 
following subjects. These reports may be either oral or 
written and may include visual aids as suggested in the 
section on visual aids. 
1. The life of the Indians of New England. 
Their homes, clothing, implements and movements. 
2. An Indian woman and her r ole in Indian life. 
What did she do in the community? 
3. Indian camps and how they camped. 
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What was an Indian camp like? How was it arranged? 
What were the different types of camps and who 
was in them? (hunting, winter and tribal 
headquarters) 
4. Give a description of Indian home life and tribal 
rituals. 
5. Tell about the implements and the equipment of the 
Indian and how his things were made. 
FIELD TRIPS should be made to the Attleboro Museum where 
there are large collections of Indian arrowheads, axes, hand 
tools, clothing, skeletens, models of camps and other 
generally interesting material from their diggings around 
this area. 
Try to arrange with Dr. Maurice Robbins to conduct 
the trip or to sug~:est more specific things that are here 
suggested. 
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The Peabody Museum at Harvard has also a large collection 
of North East Indian lore with a chance to compare the 
North East Indians with each other and with the Indians of 
North America. 
Costumes, equipment, implements are on display with the 
notes about them prominently shown. 
PROJECTS which could be undertaken Which would lead to 
better understanding follow. 
l. Build a model Indian camp. 
2. Make a typical Indian costume for the male. 
Do the same for the female. 
These should be doll size and displayed on dolls 
in the museum. 
3. Make an Indian bow and arrow either using an 
arrowhead that you have found in the fields around 
Nor~on or one that you have made yourself. Attractive 
arrowheads may be made by chipping glass with a large 
nail against a leather pad or a heavy glove. 
VISUAL AIDS. 
Dr. Maurice Robbins nas a fine collection of colored 
slides which show clearly the method followed by the 
archeologist and which give a vivid picture of his 
work around this area. He also has material taken 
from the diggings at Winnecunnet and at Bridgewater. 
His talk is an experience that is most worthwhile. 
Indian trails should be added to the relief map of 
Norton. 
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Slides should be made for the slide collection either 
by photography or by sketches. 
DR..4.MAT I C • 
Write a script of Indian life and produce scenes 
showing Indian making canoe or arrowheads or oaskets 
may be created and photographed. Scene of King Philip 
at his cave holding meeting With braves about the 
danger of the new whit e settlers to thei r hunting. 
FILM STRIP available from Soc j_e ty of Visual Education 
Incor~orated, Chicago, Illinois. 
1. The Vanishing Red Man Li ves Aga i n with manual $3.00 
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ADDITIONAL READING 
Dow, Cornelia H. 
Drake, J!'rancis Samue 1 
Lithgow, Robert Alexander 
Robbins, Maurice 
Solomon, Julian Harris 
Indian Children of "tne East...ern 
Woodlands 
Orthevis Publishing Company 
Chi cago 1938 
Indian History for Young Folks 
Harper and Hrothers 
New York and London 1927 
Dictionary of American Indian 
Place and Proper Names of 
New England 
Salem Press 
Salem 1909 
~·he Ford Site, A Proto-historic 
'S't'ation in Norton , Mass. 
Reprint from American Antiquity 
Yol. 17 No. 2 
October 1946 
Book of Indian Craft and Lore 
Harper and Brothers 
New York and London 1928 
Whitney, Charles Frederick Indian Designs and Symbols 
Newcomb and Gauss 
Salem 1925 
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REFERENCES FOR THE CHJ\.FPER 
~HE INDIANS OF NORTON 
11. Warner , Judge Joseph E. The Spirit of Liberty and 
Union 
City of Taunton 
12. By Dr. Robbins, 23 Steere Street , Attleboro, Mass. 
13. Dr. Maurice Robbins 
14. Morton , Nathaniel 
15. Ibid. Page 226 
16. Ibid. 
New England's Memorial 
Congregational Board of Pub. 
edition 
Cambridge, Allen and 
Farnham 
1854 (Page 188) 
CHAPTER TWO 
CITLTURAL NORTON 
Education 
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In the early colonial days life was full of chores to 
be done, homes to be built and a living that must be worked 
out of the f orest and land. Evening hours must be spent in 
making tools and furniture, carding, weaving and sewing, and 
making candles. The weary family gather around the great 
brick or stone fireplace and by its heat and light the young 
were taught the crafts of living. The girls worked with 
their needles and at the looms and the boys made wooden 
dishes and cups and spoons. A long Bible reading and the 
family prayers finished the day which began a bit before it 
had been light that morning. 
A smart young lad might have spent a few hours out of 
his day with the minister learning Latin in order that he 
might some day go to Harvard which had been serving the 
colonies by turning out "scholars" for the pulpits of 
New England since 1636. 
This was the only education in spite of the law passed 
by Massachusetts in 1647 requiring an elementary school for 
towns of 11f~y or more families. 
In the year 1719 Thomas Skinner was hired as the first 
teacher in Norton tc begin the first of June and teach one 
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quarter at a 11 Salary not to exceed two pounds for said 
quarter." 
1720 saw Jeremiah Bassett employed at thirty pounds a 
year of which one third was to be in money. 
Simeon Witherell taught in 1723 at 1;his fathers or 
his own home. 11 He was to teach "children to Reed Right and 
Cifer 11 • He was followed by Othniel Campbell of Taunton. 
In 1724 it was voted that School should be kept in the 
section of town known as Winnecunnet and j_n that fall 
John Sumner and William Caswell were hired to do the 
teaching. 
There followed Josiah Briggs in 1727 and a Mr. Bacon 
in 1733, then Mr. Vesey 1736, Deacon John Briggs 1751, and 
Samue 1 Dean in 1755. 
After the revolution, however, it was decided to set up 
a school system and the schools were increased and new and 
better ones were added. At this time, also, better qualified 
teachers were secured and education was on the recognized 
list of Norton activities. 
Its history is extensive and there are well kept 
records of the developing philosophies and facts of its 
history. Here is a possible field for research for a 
project for a high school paper and much could be done along 
the lines of an educational history. 
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After the passing of the law in February 1800 establishing 
school districts, Norton became an eight-district tov.m. Each 
district was s separate identity and it was a long, hard 
battle to achieve unity of curriculum and teaching within 
them. 1 However, progression led to a unified system and a 
superintendent and at last a central system for the whole town 
2 
with consolidated schools. (see map # 2 for school districts) 
An interesting comment under the report of the winter term 
of district seven is that "Teachers should understand that it 
is their duty to notify each member of the (Prudential) 
3 Committee of the time when their schools are to close." 
The then present teacher, James Carpenter, had failed to 
do this and only 11 a part of the Committee were present for the 
examination. 11 
In this year the report of the Committee included a 
plea "Let the same courses of study be adopted in all Districts, 
with uniform text books; and no extra studies be ellowed to be 
taught therein. 11 and also the suggestion of diplomas for 
passing to a central high school which should be located near 
the center of town. 4 
New reading books were bougnt in 1866 as it was thought 
"Ten years are long enough to use any set of Readers, and we 
doubt not that ten years hencethere will be need of a change 
again in this department. 11 5 
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The year 1870 saw two major changes in the school system 
of Norton for in that year as a result of State legislation 
the District system was eliminated and the three term system 
was introduced. There was a summer, a fall and a winter term 
each of ten weelcs for a total of thirty weeks. 6 
There was a great deal of agitation for a superintendent 
and in 1893 the report of the school committ~e recommended that 
Norton join with some other town, or towns, and hire a 
superintendent. The committee reported that there were then 
in Massachusetts 45 superintendents. 7 
Also, it was recommended that se~e year that a consolida-
tion be accomplis ped as several of the schools were small in 
numbers and a consolidation wo uld save money and even out the 
8 
educa.t i onal advantages. 
In the repor t for the year of 1894 there is the first 
annual report of Burt Jay Tice9 the first superin-cenden-c who 
was re:;_"J or~Geu as oeing paid $600. He was shared with Wrentham. 1 ) 
The first annual report of Superintendent Aaron B. Coleas 
was made in 1897 and showed that Norton had begun to teach the 
first year of high school and thus saved tuition for the first 
year at Attleboro or some other high school for Norton 
students. 11 
George C. Minard followed in 1903 and under hj,s guidance 
was started a ful l high school program in the fall term. 
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In 1904 :Mrs. E. B. Wheaton gave the town $1000 for the 
building of a new high school. The town voted to accept this 
. ft t . t 1 t . 12 g1 a l s annua_ rnee 1ng. 
George Bemis of Plainville came as superintendent with 
duties at both places. His first report was submitted in 
1905. 
Following him were Ernest P. Carr 1909, Ira Jenkins 191J , 
and the present superintendent Laurence J. Nourse, who has 
served both Norton and Plainville since 1923. His first 
report was the 31st in the series of superintendents' reports. 
The year 1897 saw the first year of high school given 
at the Sturdy school which had been built as a separate 
school by William A. Sturo~ and presented to the town. It was 
13 dedicated in the year 1890-91. 
In June of 1906 the first class of the Norton High School 
was graduated. 
In his report of Febxuary 1906 H. E. Gardner, the 
first principal of the high school reported on enrollment: 
six seniors, eleven juniors, eight sophomores and four freshmen 
a total of 29 pupils. 
In one room were offered a classical, a scientific, and an 
h · · ht · d of 35 m1·nutes each a week. 14 Englis course 1n e1g y per1o s 
In the report Gardner noted that two Bas-reliefs 11 The 
Signing of the Constitution, 11 and "The Signing of the Treaty 
of Paris" measuring each 38 x 32 inches were placed in the 
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upper and lower corridors. {They are still in the hallways 
of the present high school) 
In 1915 bids were requested for rebuilding the Central 
School and finally the King Contracting Company was awarded 
the contract. Nearly fifteen thousand dollars were expended. 
The constructed building housed the high school on the second 
floor and all the grade s on the first . l5 
In this new building was a unique situation. The 
typewriting room was adjacent to the bookkeeping room and 
between the two was a large double glass Window so that the 
teacher could watch the typists as she taught bookkeeping. 16 
Today the district schools have been eliminated and the 
Barrowaville, Sturdy and Center schools serve With transporta-
tion furnished the students. 
A new grammar school was built in 1951. 
======~========================~-~-=-==-~~~-~-=-======================~~======== 
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MAP O:B' NORTON 
SCHOOL DIS2.'RICTS 
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TABLE TWO 
The District School of Norton in 1868 
Sill~J.tMR SESSlOl~ 
District Teacher s Days Total Pay Scholars 
1 . Higher 1 40 $ 44.00 22 
Primary 1 40 32.00 31 
2. 1 65 81.00 45 
3. 2 50 78.80 66 
4· 1 85 102.00 62 
5· 1 60 57.00 35 
6 . 1 60 42.00 31 
7 . 1 65 78.00 28 
8. 1 80 72.00 42 
WINTER SESSION 
1. (Both united 1 55 156.75 60 
f or finan-
cia l rea sons 
2. 1 60 105.00 43 
3. 2 70 95.00 65 
4. 1 70 104.00 50 
5. 1 60 120.00 32 
6. 1 100 105.00 33 
7. 1 50 100.00 26 
8. 1 80 112.00 43 
Thi s chart is from the r eport of the School Committee a s 
r eported in t he Annual Town Report f or the year 1868. 
TABLE THREE 
A List of the School Books Used in 1866 l7 
Common School Speller 
Sequel to the Speller 
English Bible 
J!'ir st Reader 
Second Reader 
i 'hird Reader 
Fourth Reader 
J!' ifth Reader 
Primary Arithmetic 
Intellectual Arithmetic 
Cow~on School .~ithmetic 
High School Arithmetic 
Algebra 
Penmanship J:t'irst Five t~umbers 
l!'irst Bo0k in Grammar 
English Grammar 
l!'irst Steps in Geography 
Primary Geography 
~rammar School Geography 
Primary History of the United States 
School History of the united States 
Physiology 
First Lessons in Composition 
Small Dictionary 
Bookkeeping 
Natural Philosophy 
Singing Book 
:E1owle 
Worcester 
Common version 
Hillard 
Hillard 
Hillard 
Hillard 
Hillard 
Eaton 
Eaton 
Eaton 
Eaton 
Thompson's Day 
Spencer 
Quackenbos 
Quackenbos 
Cornell 
Oomell 
Cornell 
Quackenbos 
Quackenbos 
Loomis 
Quackenbos 
Webster 
Mayhew 
Quackenbos 
''Golden Wreath" 
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Suggestions for the Student 
Reports may be made on one or mare of the following 
subjects and presented either as oral talks or as papers. 
1. What changes are noticeable inthe ideas of education 
as reported by the committees in the annual reports 
over a fifty year period of time? 
2. Compare the subjects taught at twenty five year 
periods in Norton schools. 
3. The history and growth of the social studies in 
Norton. 
4. The old fashioned school room. 
5. Show the addition of equipment to the schools since 
the early days. 
FIELD TRIPS should be taken to visit the remaining school 
buildings that were district schools but are no longer used 
as such. 
The Grange Hall in the center. 
A home in Barrowsville just below the present school. 
A home in Winnecunnet just before the end of Plain Street. 
Visits to the existing schools to see them all and under-
stand the classroom situation and buildings which are part of 
the system. 
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lROJECTS which might be undertaken will include: 
1. The creation of a slate such as might have been used 
in the early schools. This is made by pla cing a 
piece of slate into a frame with a handle. 
2. Collect and add to the museum any primers or other 
e arly books which might be ava ilable. 
3. Mr. George Smi th and Mr. Walter Wood, both of the 
early district schools, have a wealth of interesting 
stories about them and can well describe the classes 
and the teaching. Pupils will spend interesting 
time with them and bring the stories back to the 
class. 
DRill~TIC presentations of early classroom activity and 
teaching make for enjoyable learning and should be prepared 
and acted out. 
A to~~ meeting of the early days wi th the reports of 
the school committees of the different districts would make a 
good dramatic presentation. 
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ADDITIONAL READING 
Burton, Warren The District School as it Was 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company 
New York 1928 
Cowley, Elizabeth Buchanan Free Learning 
Knight, Edgar Wallace 
B. Humphries Inc. 
Boston 1941 
TV'lenty Centureis of Education 
Ginn & Company 
Boston, New· York 1940 
Painter, Franklin V. Newton A History of Education 
D. Appleton & Company 
Spencer, Herbert 
New York 1896 
Education: Intellectual, 
Moral, and Physical 
D. Appleton ·Y.: Company 
New York 1896 
REFERENCES ON EWCATION 
From the annual reports of the Sohool Committee and 
Selectmen Town of Norton 
1. For the year 1800 
2. For the year 1864-1865 
3. Ibid. pages 5 · - 11 
4. Ibid· page ·10 
5. For the year 1865-1866 pages 8 and 9 
6. Ibid. page 8 
7. For .the year 1870 pages 13, 14 and 19 
8. For the year 1893 page 56 
g. Ibid· page 57 
10. From the first annual report of the Superintendent 
for the year 1894 page 50 
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11. Rep ort of the Superintendent for the year 1896 page 65 
12. Report of the Superintendent for the ~ ar 1897 
13. Report of annual meeting for 1904 page 74 
14. Town Report of 1898, page 55 
15. Town Report for 1905, page 16 
16. Town Report December 31, 1915, page 57 
17. For the Year 1864-1865, page 4 
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THE NORTON PUBLIC LIBRARY 
A magazine club and fifty books grew in sixty five years 
to be a library with a cirdulation of 15,000 books of which 
7,000 are juvenile books. 
This club was formed in 1897 with the idea that it would 
eventually become a library. Through the courtesy of the 
Town this group maintained a reading room in the Town Hall 
which was open each evening except Sunday. 
At its annual meeting for the year of 1885 the group 
authorized the librarian and the executive committee to take 
the necessary action toward obtaining a charter for a public 
library. 
This action went forward with the result that in April 
of 1886 a charter was granted and all the publications and 
some fifty volumes were turned over to the directors. 
With donations from the personal libraries of the 
directors and from the Physiological, rublic Scnool, and 
Agricultural libraries they acquired over foUl' hundred books. 
Shortly after the opening of the library a donation of a 
Rhetorical Library of 245 books was received. 
The Reverend James P. Lane was an untiring force behind 
the early efforts of the library group and it was through 
him that a gift of one hundred dollars was received from 
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Mrs. Eliza B. Wheaton together with a statement of her interest 
in providing a suitable place to house the books. 
In 1887 the site was secured and construction of' the 
present library in the Library Square location was begun. This 
· building, the gift of Mrs. Wheaton, was dedicated in 1888 on 
the first day of February. 
In a report of the to~~ prepared for its Bi-centenia1 in 
1911 it was stated that the library had over 7,000 volumes and 
a circulation of 12,000. 
In the library reading room hangs one of the finest 
portraits of Mrs. Wheaton executed by M:r.Frank Holman. 
I 
II 
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Suggestions for the Student 
FURTHER ST'UDY: 
List books which deal with early lif e in Colonial days. 
Make a chart showing the growth of: 
Circulation 
New books 
Children 's Department 
Paper on the Norton Public Library and education. 
Historical sketch of Wtrs . Eliza B. Wheaton. 
FIELD TRil"S: 
~I:'ake a trip through the Library, being shown t he early 
volumes and the historical section \Ni th explanation of 
possibilities for historical r esearch on Norton. 
PIDJECTS: 
Collect a few old books for museum . 
Draw out and display books popular at given periods as 
shown by borrowers stamps. 
VISUAL AIDS: 
Chart showing borrower and new book growth. 
Make slides of: 
Library, Idrs . Wheaton , staff, early books and 
interior to add to slide collection. 
REFERENCES ON THE LIBRARY 
1. Report of the Library Board 
2. Norton Bi-Centenial Program 
READINGS 
1950 
Town of Norton 
1911 
Report of Library Board in Annual Reports 
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WHEATON COLLEGE l 
Begun in 1834 as a memorial to his daughter, the school 
which Judge Laban iVheaton founded, has become an outstanding 
college for girls. Originally a seminary, it offered to the 
girls a college preparatory department and also gave an 
excellent advanced course of two ye ars for girls who did not 
plan to go to college. 
This fo:rm of' memorial was suggested to Judge Wheaton by 
his son's wif' e, Mrs. Eliza B. Wheaton, who was most devoted 
to the seminary and to the to~.rn of Norton. She it was who gave 
Norton its fine library and assisted in school development and 
other worthy causes. 
The actual estate of the college is well over a hundred 
acres Rnd it owns many of the houses around the center of the 
town as well as s ome fifteen buildings within the campus. Of 
these seven are well equipped and comfortable dormitories. 
Wheaton was one of the pioneer scho0ls for the education 
of young women in this country m~der the leadership of 
Mary Lyons before leaving for Mount Holyoke. 
~·he fir s t students arrived in April of 1835 and the 
General Court incorporated it in 1837. 
Under the guidance of Dr. Samuel Cole, the seminary passed 
to a college standing in 1912 and was given the power to grant 
degrees by the General Court that same year. 
========~'p-=-=~-~==============================~===========================#=====------
It has membership in the Association of American 
Universities (1922), American Association of University 
Women (1923), Phi Beta Kappa (1932), the College Entrance 
51 
Examination Boo.rd, and the New England Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools. 
Bosto TJni\'f.:l'Si .y 
Sc howl ·::>f' ~('.'lC . tion 
LH.)·: .-.r··; 
Sugs estions for the Student 
FURTHER STUDY: 
The · part Wneaton has played in Norton growth. 
Wheaton grows from seminary. to college. 
The education of women at Wheaton. 
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Educational philosophy from 1834 regarding the education 
of women. 
Wheaton Seminary - a daring project. 
FIELD TRIP: 
Through Wheaton grounds and its collections of 
Glass Slippers 
Birds 
Visits to Wheaton activities: 
PROJECTS: 
Hoop rolling 
May C..lueen 
Map showing extent of Wheaton ownership of land a.."l.d houses 
Place Wheaton on contour map. 
Photography group make pictures of Wheaton buildings. 
VISUAL AIDS: 
Place pictures of Wheaton on bulletin board. 
Pictures of the Wheaton family. 
Make these into slides and add to collection. 
ADDITIONAL READING 
Boas, Louise Schutz Woman's Education Begins 
Wheaton College Press 
Norton 1935 
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REFERENCES ON WHEATON COLLEGE 
l. vVheaton College Catalog 1950 
Wheaton College Press 
Norton 1950 
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NORTON CHURCHES 
UNITARIAN 
Since the group of people of the North Precinct had 
petitioned the court to be a separate precinct in order to 
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establish a church, it is fitting that we take up the religious 
establishments at this point. 
The first cht..rrch was "gathered in Norton on the 28th of 
October (OS) in the year of our Lord, one thousand seven 
1 
hundred and fourteen." "and on the same day, Ocj;ober 28th, 
1714, was ordained ~tr. Joseph Avery, as pastor of the Church of 
2 
Christ , in .Norton" • 
The law which established the North Purchase in 1709 
stated that a church should be "set on the northward side of 
3 
the way that leads over Rumford River at Crossman's Way •.• " 
There seems to be no record that such a church or "meeting 
house" was ever built. 
Parts of the original parsonage of Reverend Joseph Avery 
still stand on the east side of Norton Corunon as the present 
home of the Seele family. This large house was built in 1711 
or 1712 on a seventy-five acre plot of land. 
The first church was built the previous year in 1710 by 
the joint efford of the people of the town end was the first 
of three churches for this parish. The location of this 
church is marked by a stone on the common. 
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The year 1783 saw the incorporation of the parish by the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts under an "Act to incorporate the 
Congregational Society in the Town of Norton into a Distinct 
P . h " 4 aTJ..S •••• This bill was signed by the president, Samuel 
Adams, f or the senate and was approved by John Hancock whose 
signature also appears upon it. · 
In 1753 the people saw fi~ t. o build a secona church and 
this was placed at about the same spot but ''ten feet easterlyn / 
It was into this church that the 875 pound bell which was 
purchased of Paul Revere and Son for the sum of $373.80 was 
first to call the faithful and fearful to church. The word 
"fearful'' is used because there was then in effect a law that 
church attendance was manditory of the town folks unless they 
had been excused. 
The present and the third church was built in the year 
1835 opposite the common on land donated for the purpose by 
Ivlrs. Peddy Bowen. 
The present Trinitarian Congregational Society was 
organized in 1832 following a series of meetings and considera-
tions of the request of a group led by Lyscinder Makepeace. 
The parent body turned it dovvn as they saw no evidence of the 
reason they wished to form a new church. The minister, 
Pitt Clark, was wandering, in fact had gone far from the 
"Evangelical Truth as understood by us and our fathers .•. " 
I and was in fact Unitarian. 
I ==-r~-==~~~~======~== 
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Thus we have two societies but we will foll~w along with 
the parent body and later take up the Trinitarian Society. 
On April the 2nd, 1846 at a meeting of the church it 
unanimously accepted the following 11 CoVenant. 11 6 
"You acknowledge your Faith in One, only wise and true 
God, who is the God and Father of all men; you believe 
Jesus Christ to be the Son of God - the Redeemer and Savior; 
and you regard the Holy Spirit as your Enlightner, - your 
Sanctifier, - your Comforter. 
"You accept the Gospel of Jesus Christ as the only 
infallible rule of life, - and you purpose, by the help of 
Divine Grace, to regulate yovr conduct by its spirit and 
precepts, to observe its rites and ordinances; and to live 
in the unity of the Spirit and in the bonds of peace with 
your brethr'en. 
1.'his you acknowledge? 11 7 
On the 5th of January, 1858 a meeting was held at the 
house of the pastor to consider a reorganization plan pre-
sented by the past or "on a more Christian and Democratic 
8 
basis than it at present rests upon." Another meeting was 
held on February 8th and a Declaration of Principles was 
adopted to be substituted for the Church Covenmt. "We 
reorganize the Church coordinate w.ith the Family and the 
State as a divine and permanent fonn of human society." 9 
Then follow three pages of aims, committees, objects 
and at the end the signature of twenty-two members. 
At an annual meeting in March (20th) 1882, it was 
voted to raise the church. The task was completed and the 
vestry painted, formally opened with a May day festival. 
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This marked the completion of plans which actually began 
by a vote of the Ladies' Society at a meeting the first of 
November 1874 to 1put aside a collection of twent,y-eight 
dollars to be invested as the start of a fund to build a 
vestry . Eight years fo l lov'led before the completion. 
In the year 1881 the first mention of the church orgBn 
is in a report of the Sabbath School Clam Bake which netted 
eighty-three dollars which paid in part for a cabinet organ. 
Final payment on the church debt was made in December, 
1893. 
TRINITARIAlil CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 
The battle for freedom to remain orthodox was finally 
won and in 1832 the group formed the Trinitarian Congregation-
al Society. Two years later, in 1834, theJr built the church 
which they now occupy. This church is located at the corner 
of Pine and Main Streets and at the present time is 
1 
ministered by Reverend Alexander Cooper. 
=====~1~========~-=-==~==================================~======= 
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The original membership was twenty-two people of whom 
eleven were from the First Church, dissenters to the Unitarian 
doctrines of Pitt Clark. 2 
In 1884 through the generous spirit of Eliza B. Wheat on 
extensive repairs and alterations were made to the church and 
the clock in the tower was presented to the society by her. 3 
THE BAPTIST SOCIETY 
The third church built in as many years was the church 
of the Baptist Society which was organized in Norton in the 
year 1835. Their church followed in 1836 thus completing 
the church building for fifteen years. 1 
This was not, however, the original BB.pti st group in 
Norton for in 1761 a group of people displeased with the 
Reverend Mr. Avery of the First Church broke away and had 
signed a covenant in N~ch of that year. There were twelve 
2 
signers of this original group covenant. 
They dissolved in 1835 and the above group was formed 
from the basic elements of the old . 3 
This church burned s orne time around 1900. 
THE WESLEY l~THODI ST CHURCH 
The first of the two Methodist churches was the 
Wesleyan Methodist fo:rmed into a society in 1850. 11hey 
followed a record set by the Methodists of building their 
churches the s arne year they were formed. 
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This church was a growth from the Rehoboth Methodist 
Church which church the minister of the Norton church still 
serves in addition to his services in Norton. 
The Rever end David Cutler was the first Methodist 
minister at the above church. 
ST. lV"lARY' S CATHOLIC CHURCH 
At the old mill in Barrowsville each Sunday met a 
group of devout Catholics. Either at the George Arnold Mill 
or at the home of Mr. Conaty Taunton pastors served this 
group. One of these pastors, Father Shahan of St. Mary's 
of Taunton, was .· instrumental in building a church for the 
group in 1885 on the mai nroad between Taunton and Narton 
about a half mile below the center. Later a new and more 
expansive church was built in Barrowsville and a house ob-
tained for a rectory. 
In 1950 extensive beautification and enriching was done 
to the interior of the church by the present priest, 
Father Downey. 
ANOTHER ME 'IBODIST CHORCH 
On early maps is shown a second Methodist Church, also 
in the Chartley area . This church is listed on the map of 
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1895. 
Several mentions of this other Methodist Church appear in 
various material, however, the present writer has been able 
to find nothing which has done more than suggest its existenc~ 
Suggestions for the Student 
REPORTS prepared by the student for oral or written 
presentation mi ght be prepared from any of the following 
subjects: 
1. The church in the political l ife of early America. 
or of Plymouth County or of Norton. 
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2. The colonial Sunday. Here could be developed much of 
interest ab out the social and moral life of the 
early settler. 
3. Church buildings and church construction in early 
times. 
4 . Paul Revere and his bells . A Paul Revere bell hangs 
in the Unitarian church in Norton. 
5. The l aws of church membership and attendance of the 
colonial days. 
6 . The church and its power in earl;)r America. 
FIELD TRIPS might be conducted: 
1. To each of the existing churches with a talk with 
the minister and a showing of interesting historical 
material which each has. 
2. To the Unitarian steeple to see the Paul Revere 
bell. 
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). To the sites '" of the three churches no longer standing. 
One on the common marked by a stone. 
One on Maple Street below the present church 
One at Winnecunnet. 
PROJECTS that should be carried out will include: 
1. The placing of the early churches on the relief map. 
I 
2. The addition to the museum of early church sermons and 
notices or other material. 
) . A model of a foot warmer might be made to add to the 
collection. 
4. A mock-up showing the evolution of the pew .from the 
early log to the present elaborate ones. 
5. Pictures taken of present churches and sketches made 
of early ones and these made into slides. 
6. There exist pictures of the early ministers and these 
should be ;re·produced for display. 
Forbes, Esther 
Lathrop, Elise 
Lathrop, Elise 
Nichols, Arthur H. 
ADDITI ONA:L READING 
Paul Revere and the World He 
Lived In 
Houghton Mifflin Company 
Boston 1942 
Early -~erican Inns and Taverns 
Tuttle Publishing Company Inc. 
Rutland, Vermont 1938 
Old New England Churches 
Tuttle Publishing Company Inc. 
Rutland, Vennont 1938 
Bells of Paul and Joseph Revere 
Boston 1911 
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REFERENCES ON NORTON CHURCHES 
THE CHURCH OF CHRIST, now UNITARIAN 
1. Re.cords of First Cdmgregationa1 Church 
in Norton, Massachusetts 
2. Ibid . 
3. General Co1rrt, Vol. VIII, page 441 
4. Photostatic Copy of Chapter 16 - January Session 
1782-1783, Cownonwealth of Massachusetts 
5. Bi-centenial Bulletin 
6 . Ministers' Record Book, page 
7. Ministers' Record Book, page 
8. Ibid. page 106 
g. Ibid. page 108 
TRINITRRIAN 
1. Church records 
2. Bristol County Mass. 
Borden 
3. Church records 
BAPTIST SOCIETY 
1. Clark's History 
2. Bristol County IVIass. 
3. Ibid . 
WESLEY METHODIST 
From History of Church 
In Library safe, Norton 
99 
100 
Boston History Company 
1899 
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TOWN HOUSE 
The first town house was built in 1836. A group was 
chosen as a committee by the town to buy the old meeting 
house which had been replaced the year before by a new 
church and they did this paying $225 for it. The lower 
story was fitted up by dividing it into rooms which were 
used for a paint shop and basket making and the upper story 
wa s used as the town hall. 
In 1843 several meetings of the town terminated in an 
affirmative vote to build a ne w town house. The new town 
h ouse was to be 40 by 30 feet and not to cost more than 
$350 including the land. The old building became an 
int egral part of the new. It was used until 1881 when the 
present one was built as a memor i al. 
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Suggestions for the Student 
FURTHER STUDY 
Development and use of Town House. 
To~~ Government through the years. 
Lists of town officers. 
FIELD TRIP 
To Town House and see records and offices and maps. 
PROJECTS 
Charts showing growth of t 0\"in offices and names. 
Maps of districts and water, power and gas installatio~ 
Take over government of town for a day. 
VISUAL AIDS 
Make slides of Town House 
Early officers of town from pictures 
Add what you can of official material to museum 
Deeds, orders, bills 
CHAPTER THREE 
INDUSTRIAL NORTON 
Introduction 
Norton -began as an industrial town v·.'i th the iron forge 
of the Leonards' which was begun in this area in 1695 at 
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about the time the North Purchase wa s becoming restless and 
desiring to become a new settlement with its own church. By 
1710 there was a sa~~ill established and the first corn was 
ground in 1714. Shortly after thi s in 1740 came a tannery 
and five years later the mill of Hodges to care for cloth. 
From t h ese beginnings Norton grew i n industry with copper 
mills and factories and woodwor king all F~.dding their part to 
its hist ory. 
Of these early industrial endeavors none remain save the 
cotton and wollen mills. Norton fol l owed the waves of change 
and in 1837 we find this picture of Norton's leading 
1 industries. 
11 4 cotton mills produced 290,376 yards of cotton 
goods 
Had 1993 spindles 
Employed 53 males and 35 females 
Value of go ods $53,167.82 
l Air and Cupola furnace 
produced 375 tons of iron castings 
8 Air and Cupola furnaces for r olling and re-
f'ining copper 
Produced 500 tons sheet copper and copper bolts 
Employe d 33 hands." 
Today only the cotton mills remain and they are not 
the same ones. 
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POWER 
The early settler in Norton found that nature had 
given the area a wealth of abundant power in the flow of 
three rivers and many streams which moved at a slight level 
and with fairly consistant flow. These could furnish the 
power for many mills along their banks which could be easily 
built as they had flat and solid land along them. Some 
swamp areas had to be avoided but there were many sites which 
could be used. The Rumford River developed many mill sites 
as did the Wading River and the Canoe . Burt Brook was a 
small flow in the southern part of the town which also was 
good mill site. Here too developed several mills. 
To translate the flow of a river or brook into power 
the water wheel was used. This is a large wheel with two 
outer frames between which are evenly spaced slats or 
buckets. Three types of wheel were used in the mills of 
this country called the undershot, the overshot and the 
breast wheels. These were so designated because of the 
source of the watter to supply the pressure to turn the 
wheels. In the undershot the wheel was suspended above the 
bottom of the stream but within t he water and as the water 
moved by it turned the wheel through the force of the flow. 
The overshot was generally part of a dam which contained the 
water and elevated it so that it could be carried across the 
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top of the wheel by a flume and spilled upon the buckets just 
passed the top of the wheel. The weight of the water turned th 
wheel and the water flowed out the bottom. In the breast 
wheel the water was brought in through the middle of the 
wheel in a flume and this allowed for a lower dam. 
The water wheel turns slowly but as it is a large wheel 
it turns at a steady pace. It has a large central shaft 
which enters the mill and from which the power is taken off 
to the tool for which it is supplying motivation. In the 
early home made wheels the end of the shaft had oak pins set 
around it and these engaged with other spokes on the circum-
ference of the vertical shaft. This was particularly so in 
the case of the grist .mill where one large stone wheel was 
turned on a lsrge secured wheel and the grain was ground 
between the two. These wheels were about three to four feet 
in diameter and some eight to twelve inches thick with their 
inside areas grooved to receive the corn from the center. 
Into the center of the upper wheel fitted a shaft 
(generally oak) which was made fast to the stone and this had 
spokes around it which received their pCJVIIer by intermeshing 
with the spokes on the wheel shaft. Corn was poured into the 
center of the upper wheel and as it rode the grooves to the 
edge it became crushed by the weight of the stone. 
In the case of Ghe saw mills, power was taken from the 
shafts by a large wheel being a dded to the inside of the 
shaft. This large wheel had spokes along its edge which 
intermeshed with spokes of a small wheel attached to the saw 
shaft. In this way the speed of the wheel was increased to 
the necessary speed for the saw. Several sets of these 
wooden gears have been used to translate the slow speed of 
the wheel to the higher speed of the tools employed in early 
mills. 
As these mills depended upon the supply of water they 
were also of course subject to seas onal activity. In the 
l ate summer little water flows in Norton and droughts are 
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not uncommon. Dams were later built to withhold water in 
rainy seasons and so maintain a f ull year of work at the mills. 
The next step in the development of power was the belt. 
This eliminated the broken pegs and the loose fit both of 
which gave unevenness to the running of the mill. Power was 
taken directly from the shaft of t he wheel t o the drive shaft 
tool by a belt and this also allowed for reversing by turning 
the belt upon itself. When be lting was used var ious speeds 
could be obtained by the u se of various size wheels or pulleys. 
The first change in power from the use of water in its 
natural flow was the use of water as steam. In the steam 
engine, steam was forced into a chamber with one movable end. 
As the steam entered the chamber it pushed this end out along 
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the walls of the chamber. Connected to the outside of the 
n1ovable wall was a rod to which were attached two valve 
stems. One of these shut off the flow of steam into the 
chamber at a given distance in its travel. A large heavy 
wheel was so mounted that this rod could be . attached to it 
between its center and its outer edge on a shaft. Thus , as 
the rod was Iorced forward, tne wheel was pushed part way 
around vvi th enough force to continue its rotation and push 
the rod and its attached wall or p iston back into the 
chamber. When it was well back in the chamber the second 
valve stem v1ould open the flow of steam and the process would 
be repeated. By belting from the shaft a continuous source 
of power was available. 
Such a steam engine had been invented and it made its 
way into Norton in being added to the mill of Norton 
Manufacturing Company by Mr. Barrow in 1849. 
In the history of power in Norton we must do a bit of 
overlapping. This overlapping comes in the transition to 
electric lighting and power from the former steam, gas days. 
The first industry to bring electric power into Norton 
was the Norton and Taunton Street Raiway Company which was 
organized in 1898. This produced power for the cars which 
it also sold .about the town. 
Later a power plant was set up in the Sturdy Mill in 
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Chartley which supplied some power to homes. This was later 
taken over by the railway group and eventually (1907) the 
Norton Power Company was able to arrange to purchase power 
from the Attleboro Steam and Electric Company who tied on 
their lines at the town line and have since supplied the 
power. In a few yearsthe Norton Power Company transferred 
their rights to the Attleboro Company. 
This is an involved and intricate process of ownership 
and purchase but the above is a simplified explanation. 1 
Suggestions for the Student 
REFORTS prepared for oral ·or written presentation on 
t he following subjects: 
1 . The water wheels of New England 
or of early Norton 
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2. Water t o do the work. A story of water as power to 
turn the wheel, then to become steam to run the 
engine. Tell how power is transferred to work. 
In this there is an episode of foot power and of 
horse power that you might be able to get materia l 
on. In Mansfield, Miss Jennie Copeland tells of 
horse power used to split oak for baskets. (See 
Every Day But Sunday by Jennie Copeland page 96.) 
). The story of the early saw mill. How was it con-
structed and how was it operated? 
4. Water power and its importance to the growth of 
Norton. 
FIELD TRIES that might be taken will include: 
The Sturdy, Barrowsville and Tal bot mill.s. 
Woodward 's saw mill which is still rigged for water 
power. 
The old canal dug to carry water to the Copper Mill. 
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PROJECTS will include: 
A water wheel set up and attached to small generator 
which will operate to demonstrate power by wheel and 
water. 
A model saw and/or grist mill built to show the early 
transmission of power. See page 117 of Historic 
Models of Early America by C. J. Maginley for 
how to make these. 
TALKS WITH: 
Mr. Robert Hewins who was the guiding power in the 
street railway and to some extent in the Norton 
Power and Electric Company and bring back the story 
of power after the water days. 
The Woodward family is most interesting on the subject 
of saw mills and lumber processing and a time talking 
with them, particularly Lewis Y:foodward, will give a 
wealth of material to present to the class. 
VISUAL AIDS that may be used wLLl include: 
Charts showing the waterways of Norton and the 
progress of electricity into the town. 
Pictures of famous water wheels should be collected 
and shown or posted. 
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ADDITIONAL READING 
Copeland, Jennie 
Gibson, Charles R. 
~~ginley, C. D. 
Rawson, Marion Nicholl 
Stone, Orra L. 
Every Day But Sunday 
Stephen Daye Press 
Brattleboro, Vermont 1936 
Romance of Modern Manufacturing 
J. B. tlppincott Company 
Philadelphia 1910 
Historic Models of Early 
America 
Harcourt Brace and Company 
New York 1947 
The Antiquer 's Picture Book 
~. Dutton and Company 
New York 1940 
History of Massachusetts ' 
Industries 
s. J. C~arke Publishing Company 
Boston and Chicago 1930 
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IRON FORGES 
Si~ce this area was rich in deposits of "Bog Iron" it is 
natural that one of the early pursuits should be the mining 
/ and smelting of this bog iron and its subsequent conversion 
to useful materials. 
Bog iron is a variety of limonite (ferric hydroxide) 
formed in swamps and bogs by the reducing action of decaying 
1 
vegetable matter on soluble iron salts. 
Norton has a large bog from which a great quantity of this 
iron was taken and a man could remove by hand about two tons 
a day from the ponds where it lay to a depth of about two 
feet. The forests here are still marked with trenches where 
it was dug from them. 
The bog iron of this region yielded some 25% to 50% of 
pig iron which was smelted out and cast into rectangular 
2 
blocks. 
The first forge in this town seems to be that of Thomas 
and James Leonard. In 1695 they were givem a grant to 200 
acres of land upon which to build a forge provided that they 
would have it in pperation by December first of the following 
year. This they did and were in production for some years 
3 
on the site of the old Leonard Mansion near Stony Brook. 
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' Iron forges seemed to' be part of the setup of the 
saw mills for often you read of a saw mill and forge being 
.!~ ,, 
set up in one place together. 
Since vve know that large quantities of milled white oak 
and oak logs were went to New Bedford and Boston to the 
building trade we can assume that so also went much of the 
pig iron as ballast and as fittings but we have no record 
of this. 
' 
We do lmow that at one time iron was extremely 
expensive in this area and in the commonwealth. While the 
colonists were trying to establish themselves there were 
periods of scarcity in the necessary comodity , money, and 
it is recorded that the Reverend Samuel Danforth of TaQ~ton 
paid his "servant mayd 11 with iron. 4 We hope that she had 
large pockets. 
Following the processing of bog iron came the manu-
facturing of nails. 
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SAW MILLS 
Norton in its early days was rich in the timber of j_ts 
forests. White oak and white pine were prevalent in large 
stands and as the town was well situated for the natural 
power of water it is reasonable that early in its history 
many saw mills were s ituated along the banks of these 
rivers and streams. These mills sawed both hard and soft 
woods for local use and for the shipbuilding industries of 
Boston and New Bedford . The keel of the frigate 
Constitution was a great white oak taken from the land 
adjoining the home of Judge Leonard. Other shtps owed their 
seaworthiness to the strength of the aged Norton oak. 
In 1710 there stood a saw mill on Meadow Brook owned 
by James Leonard and John Austin. This mill was in opera-
tion for many years and, as with most saw mills, it burned 
in 1819 but was rebuilt by James Godfrey. This is believed 
to be the first of the saw mills in this town. 
A saw mill is reported as being in existence early on 
Burt Brook and was owned by Deacon John Andrew . It cannot 
be dated but in the minister'·s records for the year 1718 is · 
the record of baptism of Lydia, daughter of John Andrew, 
so that the mill could date early in the history of the town. 
The Stone family owned and operated a saw mill on the 
Rumford River in 1766 which they bought from Ebinezer Burt 
who operated it before that time. This mill was rebuilt in 
1812 by Deacon David Lane. 
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Since the power of the water wheel drove a central shaft 
most of the mills were dual purpose affairs with part of the 
mill used to grind grain and the other part a saw mill to 
which the cj_tizenry brought their logs for sawing. Both or 
either part of the mill worked according to the need. They 
were for the most part family affairs with one or two men 
working them. 
The local woods were used in many ways: white oak served 
for building purposes, for wagons and for farm tools; cedar 
was made into shingles and clapboards; from red oak were made 
measures for grain and also wooden shanks for men's shoes 
which gave them a spring when they walked. These were sold to 
the Brockton shoe manufacturers in large quantities. Baskets 
and measures were also made of birch of which there was a 
plentiful supply. 'I'he soft woods were used for building. 
NAILS 
In the early days of iron, here in Norton, nails were 
made by hand Ln the homes. Each farmer had a small forge 
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and a form of anvil and in his spare hours he beat out a sort 
of wire strand of the desired thickness and flat . This 
strand he cut into lengths pointed and he~ded to make nails. 
These nails were valuable and often used as a medium of 
e xchange. J_.~ater tools were devised which rolled the iron 
flat and cut it into strips which were hand pointed and hand 
headed. The next step was the discovery of the machinery 
to head and point the nails and the machine made nail 
developed. 
One Jacob Perkins of Newburyport invented in 1790 a 
machine to slit and head nails and this soon made its 
appearance in this area. 
In 1790 William Carpenter built a nail cutting mill on 
the westerly side of the Rumford River which he operated for 
s ome years. 
In 1730 a slitting mill is reported as having been in 
operation on the Rumford River below where the Wo odward mill 
now stands. This mill rolled sheet and cut it into strips 
to be hand headed. 
WOMAN' S INFLUENGE IN NORTON INDUSTRY 
The Straw Hat 
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The early 1800s saw the spread of a new industry based 
upon the adornment of the woman. Into the area came the 
craft of hatmaking from the native straw. This craft spread 
rarJ idly and many vvere the women and girls who were engaged at 
home and in the shops braiding straw. c:fennie Cope land 
dedicated a chapter to some of the more interesting phases 
of this story in her book Every Day But Sunday. 
She reports that Sally Richmond of Providence was 
teaching the art of straw braiding and sewing at the nearby 
town of "Yrentham and here went Betsy Makepeace of Norton to 
visit. \iVhile on the visit she learned the craft and in 1802 
she and her friends were making hats. That year the first 
strat hat business was set up in Norton. 
In 1808 AnselKeith ru1d Jonathan Smith began hat making. 
They were followed by George Gilbert about the same time and 
by Thomas Danforth and Hirman Witherell in 1833 who engaged 
in this business urtil 1844. 
September 1850 saw the organization of the Norton Straw 
Manufacturing Company by the vVheaton Manufacturing Company 
and others. This company was, however, to d issolve in four 
years and the Norton Straw Company was fo:rmed. Concentration 
of the industrJr into large mills was probably the reason for 
the decline of the manufacturing of the hats about the mid 
1800s. This industry lasted until 1857 when it ceased. 
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TANNERIES 
Norton had an abundance of water as we have seen. It 
had, too, the useless pilesof bark of the oak tree as well as 
sheep, oxen, cows and horses which in time would be forced to 
shed their hides as they became meat for the tables of 
Norton folk and their other animals. Thus was the situation 
ripe for some enterprising person to realize the need, and 
the reward from filling that need, for the tanning of hides. 
Oak bark, especially the inner bark, is rich in tannic 
acid (digallic acid) which is soluble in water. This tannic 
acid is absorbed by the hides and it toughens them as it 
preserves them. ·rhe general proaess is to clean the hide and 
scrape it of all fats and hair. It is then placed in vats of 
water and barl{ and allowed to soak for time enough to 
become rich brown in color. Then the hides are dried and 
oiled and they are ready for shoes, belts and other leather 
products. Much leather ma de around Norton went into 
harnesses and farm leathers. 
The first tannery in Norton was probably built on or 
about the time of the founding of the to~m. It is stated 
that it was John Andrews who built it. * 
Ne can be sure of the business started in 1740 by 
Deacon Benjamin Copeland near Mulberry Meadow Brook . This 
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continued in the Copeland family until the year 1845 when it 
was reported in decay. 
On Burts Brook, David Arnold set up his tannery in 
1758 and a business mvned by a Mr. Bassett was known to 
be on the Rumford River and was later owned by George Walker 
but f'ell into disuse around 1830. 
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COTTON IS KING 
What was the first cloth mill was that of John Hodges on 
Goose Brook which he built for the purpose of "Fulling and 
Dying and Dressing Cloth" in the year 1745. 1 
Cotton had been sent into the homes throughout the town 
to be cleaned and prepared and it was even woven on looms in 
the homes. Wool seems to have been treated in the same way 
as we read on several instances that both wool and cotton were 
cleaned, spun and woven and that in their early days the mills 
wove or processed both. 2 
Near the siteof the present bleachery in Barrowsville, 
Raymond and his father-in-law, Josiah Dean, built a cotton 
mill to process cotton and in 1821 Raymond bought out the Dean 
interests. In 1833 he sold an amount equal to seven-eighths 
of the whole to Samuel Crocker and Charles Raymond. Both of 
these groups did business under the n~ne of the Norton 
Manufacturing Company, In 1833 Albert Bowen purchased a 
quarter interest and they incorporated the Norton Manufacturing 
Company. 'I'hose listed in the incorporating group were 
Albert Barrows, Samuel King and Labon Wheaton. 
In 1865 the Newbury Manufacturing Company purchased it 
and then in 1875 they in turn sold to Lafayette Godfrey. 
Godfrey held it for four years and sold it to the Stafford 
Manclacturing Company o:f Fall River. 
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This mill burned around 1890. 
The bleachery is located across the road to the south of 
where this mill stood. 
In the Center Village on the Rumford River the Stone 
brothers built a cotton factory in 1812. In 1846 this 
property passed to Laban Wheaton aJld on his death Nathan 
Smith oought the factory and began man1tlacturing cotton 
batting . 
The mill was later leased to Storey and Talbot in 1867 
and they began the scouring of wool there. 
Soon Mr. Talbot became the sole owner and in 1870 the 
Norton Mills Company was incorporated and began doing 
business at the site. ~he mills were called the Center Mills. 
About 1908 the mills burned and the Talbot Wool Combing 
Company Incorporated succeeded them in a new mill in 1909. 
There were also other mills in Norton. On Burts Brook 
was a carding mill started in 1814 and fulling mills are 
listed on the Rumford and Wading Rivers. Little stands to 
give any more that would seem to substantiate these. 
However, the Embargo Act was a vital factor in Norton 
industrial history for at a time when its iron and grain 
were passing to other centers, Norton was industrially reborn 
to cotton the king. Today its largest business is the 
processing of cloth and materials therefore. 
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COPPER 
In 1825 Crocker and Richmond erected a cupola furnace 
building for copper rolling and a refining furnace, using the 
title nTaunton Copper Manufacturing Company. 11 
In 1835 the Crocker brothers dug a three-quarter mile 
canal from Lane's Pond and erected a mill on the northerly side 
of the river. In 1838 they added another mill to process 
zinc. In 1853 they added an addition to the cupola for the 
purpose of condensing the oxide of zinc that escaped and this 
was used to make paint. 1 
In 1890 the property of the Taunton Copper Manufacturing 
Company was listed as: 2 
5 houses rolling mill and wheels 
1 barn machine shop 
cupola furnace and wheel 
sheds 
blacksmith shop 
carpenter shop . 
paint shop 
store house 
101 acres of land, water privilege, value $20,000 
tax $248.00. 
It was in one of these buildings that in 1837 William .ti. 
West commenced making the bla~~s from which United States 
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cents were made. 
The writer finds a listing for the year 1837 which 
shows: 8 air cupola furnaces for rolling and refining copper, 
producing 500 tons sheet copper and copper bolts, employing 
33 hands. 3 
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MI .:>GELJ;ANEOUS INDUSTRIAL ENDEAVOR 
Clay was fou_~d to be available in the area east of the 
Rumford River and for a while bricks were made there. * 
Wooden :plows were made by Daniel Briggs and Washburn 
Braman but they were not able to stand the competition from 
iron plows so their business was short lived. 
In 1858 Austin Messinger made a superior friction match 
by hand and was later joined by Andrew H. Sweet Who acted as 
sales manager. These u~o acted as partners under the name of 
Messinger and Sweet. About 1880 they sold the business to the 
Diamond Match Company. 
In 1883 Andrew Sweet began the manufacture of boxes, both 
paper and wood at the same :place and that business is still 
in existence. Known in 1911 as the A. H. Sweet and Son 
Company, Andrew having taken in his son by that time, it was 
in 1951 the Sprague and Reynolds Company. box shop, operated 
by Clifford Reynolds. 
The paper box factory across the street from the wooden 
box factory was moved back some several hundred feet and was 
operated in 1951 by Lester Johnson to make hardwood boxes. 
Doors, frames and windows were made in 1833 by 
Thomas Braman 3rd on the site of the Willis Cider Mill. 
The bus iness was carried on by George Clapp and Earl and 
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Royal Hodges in succession until 1846 when it was bought and 
the manufacture of iron axles begun by Loren Willis. This 
lasted but a few years and the shop became the carriage shop 
of Ruel Robinson who made carriages here for a few years. 
Sixty tons of prepared coins for coining were made here 
at one of the buildings of the copper works. William A. West 
began this work in 1837 and continued it until the government 
began minting the smaller penny. 
In 1770 on the lOth of January George Leonard deed,ed 
to Jonathan and John Amory· one-half of pot-ash house and 
utensils standing on land of John White so that there was 
what seems to be a soap business before this date but we 
cannot discover if the Amorys continued this manufacture. 
Alewives were plentiful and at the season as many as a 
wagon would hold cmud be dipped from the lower rivers in a 
few minutes. The town reports show that they selected men 
for the purpose of keeping the rivers open from obstruction. 
These men were chosen in 1722-1723 at the town meeting. 
During the Revolution, Nathaniel Wood and Noah Wiswell 
erected a building for making molasses from corn stalks. 
Some was made but the business was a failure. 
Mr. Samuel A. Lincoln for some time manufactured grave 
stones at the extreme easterly part of the town. 
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THE RESERVOIR COMPANY 
Jennie Copeland gave the writer the first lead on what 
has been an ·accepted fact but an unknown adventure. That fact 
is obvious and is a large and very fishable reservoir in the 
northern center of Norton. It is accepted by its summer 
visitors, too, who have their cottages along its banks in 
what is known as Norton Grove and those whose more romantic 
urges cause them to park in a recently completed area along-
side the main road from Mansfield. 
In the year 1866 there was formed a Wading River 
Reservoir Company for the purpose of building a dam on the 
Wading River and thus store water for the mills of Norton 
and Taunton. This plan fell through and it was decided to 
build on the Rumford River instead. Miss Copeland reports 
that in 1867 this project seems to have been completed for 
two brothers, Elijah and Almond Copeland, who had built 
cranberry meadows began complaining that the floods were 
coming back and they put i:p. a claim for damages. The dam was 
completed in August of 1868 and after a year of court 
procedure the Oopelands received about five thousand dollars 
in damages and moved their bogs to another meadow . 1 
In 1889 the Wading River Reservoir Company was listed as 
holding 465i acres of land valued at $8,500 by the assessors 
2 
upon which they were taxed $88•40. 
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Suggestions for the Student 
~ecause of the fact that Muzzey does take up power but 
does not take up the specific industries at length, the writer 
has combined the sections on iron, sawmills, nails, straw, 
tanning and copper into this one section. Each is interesting 
in itself as a study and oral or written reports should be 
made by a student on each separately. The suggestions will 
cover each of the subjects. 
Beside the reports on the specific subjects, reports 
shoQld be made on the effect of the industrial growth on the 
town of Norton as there are noticeable changes Which are 
evidenced in living and social life. 
Reports on the introduction of new machinery and the use 
of it will make interesting material to pursue. 
The story of the copper works should be developed and 
more discovered from its past. This will make an interesting 
paper and will add to present knowledge. 
1'here have been smaller industries that have flourished 
and then died out. The reason for their growth and their 
decline will make interesting papers. 
FIELD TRIPS have already been suggested to the local 
mills but a short trip might be taken to the site of the old 
copper mill on Taunton Avenue where scraps of the old copper 
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may still be found and where it is possible to follow the 
pattern of the old mill on the ground. The canal runs from 
near the bridge l'V'est and can easily be followed ~ ways. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
AG·RI CULTURAL :NORTON 
It was agriculture which was a prerequisite to life in 
these parts in the colonial days. Food must be raised for 
living and stored for the long, cold, weary winters. Corn 
was a crop inherited from the Indians and it was to corn 
that the early people owed their lives. The corn found 
stored and that the Indians sold them carried the Pilgrims 
through the first winter as they had arrived too la.te to 
harvest any crops of their own. From the Indians they 
learned the art of planting the he r ring and the corn in 
gills and of storing it under ground in baskets or in 
1 jars. 
One of the first of the Norton industries was the 
grinding of the corn into meal and flour. 2 
Most of the early farmers in :Norton were tenants. 
In 1837 Spofford listed 164 Freeholders and 107 under 
lease. 3 
Farms have been behind many of the industrial men for 
most of them held and operated large farm lands. Cows and 
the dairy products have been one of the steady factors in 
the agricultural picture and today there are several large 
dairy farms of which Leonard's in East Norton is an 
outstanding one. 
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Sheep were rai sed here in laige numbers throughout 
t he early days but by the turn of the century this had 
dropped out. Some sheep are raised now by individuals : but 
there are no large flocks left. 4 
Several fox farms have, from time to time, done well 
but t he last of these has closed, in the 1940's, for lack 
of sales. 
The Table on page l 05 shows the transition to the 
principal agricultural products of today, the turkey and t he 
chicken. 1'he number of fowls produced in Norton has grown 
from 4,667 in 1894 to 10,515 in 1948. 5 
Because of the leadership of George Smith, who 
developed machine-operated equipment and who holds a patent 
for a water feeder in the latter days of the 1800's and who 
housed in large areas for his chickens, the raising got 
an added impetusright here in Norton. Mr. Smith is one 
of our older citizens and often recalls those early days. 
Following the tradition of the past almost every 
family now has so me sort of a pat ch of garden in which summer 
vegetables are raised. Corn is s t ill a large crop although 
it is now fodder corn and raised for the stock . 
Lettuce and tomatoes grow exceptionally well in the 
soil around Norton but all truck can be raised easily with 
cultivation and average care. 
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Cranberries were native here, growing wild and several 
attempts have been made to raise them. The valuation list 
of 1888 lists the Taunton Cranberry Bog Company as ovming 
ninety-one and three-quarters acres of land as well as a 
shingle and saw mill and a house. However, the company did 
not appear in the listing for 1893, five years later. 6 
Strawberries are grown in large numbers and several 
experts on the raising of these live in the area, notably 
Mr. George.' Andrews whose berries are outstanding for form 
and size. 
TABLE FOUR 
Table showing agricultural animals reported in the 
years indicated with a decline in cows and horses and 
a marked increase in fowl. 
Year 1784 1890 1910 1940 1948 
Cows 758 369 371 368 196 
--Not 
Horses 293 306 314 Reported 30 
Not 
Swine 139 Reported 51 20 43 
Not 
Sheep 2922 48 28 Reported 43 
Fowl Not Reported 5202 15.725 10,515 
Taken from the assessors' reports of the years as 
indicated. 
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Suggestions to the Student 
REPORT to the class either orally or by a written 
report on the methods of turkey farming. For this, a visit 
to one of the latge turkey farms and a talk with Mr. Becker 
at the Winnecunnet Turkey Farm will give you a rich exper-
ience. 
Chickens are also an important fowl in Norton and 
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~tr. Ralph Rubin of Hodges Street is an expert on chicken 
raising and has a large and modern farm. He is an interest-
ing and instructive guide to methods and e~uipment in 
chichen raising and is the councilor for poultry raising 
badge for the Boy Scouts of America. 
FIELD TRIPS to the Winnecunnet Turkey Farm, the Smith 
farm, the Arrowhe~d Turkey Farm, and the farm on Wes~ Main 
Street will all be of instructive interest. 
The Ulmer Farm is one of the largest truck farms and 
Mr. Donald Ulmer is most scientific and up to date in his 
methods. Here can be seen the hothouses for early stax~ing 
and the method of transplanting . He is an expert on the 
growth of strawberries. For a scientific study of the 
strawberry Atr. George Andrews of Hill Street has made a 
study and produces the finest cultured berries with great 
care. 
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PROJECTS in agriculture will include a class room 
plant box in which early berries should be raised. These 
can be planted early and Will ripen before school closes. 
Soil analysis can be made in class and corrective 
fertilizers suggested. The class or a group from the 
class could take a small plot of land and raise a truck 
garden. Many will have gardens of their own and could 
report on them periodically. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Norton in the Wars 
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The French and Indian wars raged in this country 
throughout the year 1756 to 1763. Norton had no group 
especiall of Norton men as a whole which served from the town 
but in the company of Captain Nathanial Perry of the next 
town of Easton. This group saw service from themiddle of 
June in 1754 to mid September of the same year. Norton men 
included in this company were: 
Jonathan Eddy William Rogers · 
Samuel Pratt 
George Wetherell 
Elijah Smith 
Elisha Thayer 
Levi I.and 
John Thayer 
Ephraim Briggs 
In the autumn of 1755 an expedition to Crown Point 
included the following men of Norton birth: 
Samuel Eddy Eleazer Eddy 
Benjamin Bailey Joseph Mitchell 
Ephraim Briggs John Cobb 
Natha.ll Lawrence 
Nicholas White 
Seth Gilbert 
Daniel Tiffany 
From May 12th, 1759 until January 2, 1760 Captain 
Nathan Hodges of Norton was out with a company of men from 
this town 1i\li th the following: 
Second Lieutenant 
Ensign 
Sergeants 
Corporals 
Privates 
Elijah Hodges 
John King 
Ephraim Hodges, Silas Cook, 
Israel Trow·, Abiel Eddy 
William Puffer, Hezekiah King 
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Elkanah Bishop 
John Cook 
Record Franklin 
WillJ.am Dean 
David Hodges 
Benjamin Morey 
Ebenezer Titus 
Benjamin Willis 
Nathaniel Wood 
David Fisher 
Joseph Hart 
Abraham Martin 
Solomon Trow 
Nathan Wood 
Josiah White 
Henry White 
THE REVOLUTION 
1775 
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From April 19th through the 19th of 1781 the Americans 
fought that they might gain freedom from oppressive taxation 
and the exploitation of the colonies under the British 
colonia l policy. 
Notice of the stand of the minutemen at Lexington and 
at Concord reached the town of Norton sometime during the 
day. of the 19th and within the same say there were men afoot 
to join with those already standing in the line. 
Captains Silas Cobb and Seth Gilbert were on the march 
wi th their men. 
One of these men had seen duty before in 1755 for 
seth Gilbert had been with the Cr own Point expedition. 
Captain Cobb's company included the following men: 
Second Lieutenant Elijah Hodges 
Ensign. John King 
Sergeants 
Corporals 
l'rivates 
Ephraim Hodges 
Israel Trow 
William Puffer 
Elkanah Bishop 
William Dean 
David Fisher 
David Hodges 
Sila s Cook 
Abiel Eddy 
Hezekiah King 
John Cook 
Record Franklin 
Joseph Hart 
Abraham Martin 
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Ben.jamin Willis Solomon Trow 
Ebinee zar Titus Nathan Wood 
Benjamin Morey Josiah Whit e 
Nathaniel Wood Henry White 
left lYiay the twelfth 1759 and were out until January 2, 1760 . 
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THE WAR BETI:iiEEN THE STA~ES 
Norton had long been a hotbed of activity on the subject 
of slavery. In the town were slave holders and in the 
records of the First Church are listed children of slaves who 
were baptized there. Anti-slavery activity went on through 
a group which met regularly at the church or at homes and were 
led by the minister, Reverend W. P. Tilden. These meetings 
w·ere held monthly and slavery decried as a sin in language 
fitting the time and the people. 1 
In these meetings little decision was reached save that 
. 2 
slavery was "a great and terrible evil"· It seems that the 
statement of Harlow "A war merely to exterminate slavery 
woulc1 have failed dismally. " 3 would have held true here 
in Norton but Norton was conscious of the nation and it was 
this which caused the men of Norton to respond in 1861. 
On the 5th of July in 1847 the "Liberty Party" met near 
the grave of Reverend Pitt Clarke and held a picnic with two 
fugitive slaves as speakers. Current stories tell that there 
was a room in one of the Norton houses in which captured 
slaves were chained for return to their ownders. This: makes 
an interesting story but the writer could find no evidence to 
support it. 
Some 155 Union soldiers credited to Norton fought in the 
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war but many are known to have enlisted f rom other places and 
so were not recor ded as from Norton. The h ighest rank 
reported wa s that of l'' ir s t Lieutenant held by Benjamin H. 
Richmond. Albert Austin hel d the rank of Second Lieutenant. 
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WORLD WARS ONE AND TWO 
There seems to be a transition period following the War 
Between the States in which the towns and cities meld more 
closely into a national pat tern. This is particularly 
noticeable in the War of 1918 and the War of 1940 when men 
volur~eered and were sent to existing organizations all over 
the country or were selected through the system of the selective 
service committee and sent to some central camp and then placed 
out in outfits as need arose rather than as Norton units as 
before. 
In each of these world wars, Norton had over three 
hundred men whose names are now inscribed in bronze upon 
stones in the center of the common. 
Norton had men in all services and in all areas of the 
activity in each of the world wars. 
In 1951 there were several Norton youths who were serving 
in the Korean activity and many who were in the United States 
services through the selective service system. 
The civilian defense of Norton during the last war was 
maintained by a group who met regularly at the Library. This 
group had the basement of the library established as a message 
center with telephonic communication . Here the wardens were 
briefed and prepared to do their task of controlling the town 
in the event of an emergency, sirens were set up to cover 
the area and the mills were cooperative and established 
signals on their whistles as well as teams within their 
organizations. 
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First aid classes were held and nurses were registered 
for work in emergency. The doctors cooperated in the plan 
and were alert to the committee's suggestions and needs. 
A canteen for soldiers who might be in Norton from 
nearby Camp Mile s Standish was set up in the Congregational 
Church with volunteers serving refreshments and entertaining. 
Several groups were formed from time to time to visit 
Miles Standish and entertain and act as dance partners at 
events there. 
----=====-
REFERENCES ON WORLD WARS ONE AlirD TWO 
AND KOREAN ACTIVITY 
Records of all men and activity is on file in the 
office of the Veterans Committee of which 
Mr~ Joseph Yelle is, at present, head. 
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Suggestions to the Student 
REPORTS to the class should be made either orally or 
as papers. 2'hese will include comparisons of uniform and 
equipment of the soldier of the various wars or of any 
two wars . National holidays and how they have been cele-
brated might be explored with talks with older residents 
furnishing much material for the past seventy or more years. 
Some students will have material from their family background 
which will contribute to a study of a person in one of the 
wars . The military background of Norton is of interest with 
its company drill and its artillery battery and a report of 
their activity will be of much interest. 
FIELD TRIPS should be taken to the revolutionary 
collection at the North Attleboro Museum where they have a 
l arge and j_nstructi ve collection of uniforms and equipment. 
In this museum also they h ave a complete collection of the 
North Attleboro papers for the revolutionary period. 
PROJECTS should lead to additional material for the 
school museum. ~here are available in many homes such 
things as pieces of uniform and orders and equipment which 
might be lent to the museum. 
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DRAlVlA1'I C possibilities are nnlimi ted. The Memorial 
Day pageant should be written and produced. Armistice Day 
is another event which can be dramatized by the class. An 
historical pageant of "Norton Through The Wars 11 should be 
written and prepared for production. 
VISUAL AIDS may be prepared from pictures and records 
which will be placed for display . li'ilm strips are available 
and sound movies are prepared which show the various wars. 
The army recruiting office in the Post Office at Attleboro 
or the Army Reserve Headquarters on Hodges Street in Taunton 
can make available movies of equipment and technique of the 
last war and actual scenes from some of the ba-ttles and 
beachheads. 
A fine film strip of the Battlefield of Gettysburg is 
for sale by the Society for Visual Education at three 
dollars. Also available are The War for Southern Indepen-
dence, The American Revolution, Colonial Conflicts 1620 - 176 , 
The Country During Civil Wartime and Reconstruction, The 
United States in World War I, and World War II, The Home 
Front and Overseas. All of these are three dollars each. 
Individuals concerned with events: Leon Catelli is at 
present the only veteran of the wars previous to World War I 
and II. He is a Spanish American War soldier and is most 
informative about it. 
--·----- -- = ~~~=====-=~==============================~! -===== 
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Mr. George Smith of Mansfield Avenue was town clerk 
during the Second World War and was active in the town during 
the first and can give many interesting accounts of Norton 
community activity in both wars . 
Wtr . Joseph Yelle is in charge of veterans affairs and has 
in his files the lists of Norton Veterans. 
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